Development of a Metal-Orga
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The present study proposed a facile and highly sensitive electrochemical sensor based on a carbon paste electrode modified by the metal–organic framework (MOF) [Cu(bpy)(H₂O)₂(BF₄)₂(bpy)] for the analysis of 2,4-dichlorophenol (2,4-DCP). X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FT-IR) were used to investigate the morphology and composition, respectively, of [Cu(bpy)(H₂O)₂(BF₄)₂(bpy)]. Additionally, cyclic voltammetry (CV) was carried out to study the electrochemical performance. Considering the high charge transfer efficiency, strong adsorption capacity and large specific surface area of [Cu(bpy)(H₂O)₂(BF₄)₂(bpy)], our developed sensor was favorably selective to the detection of 2,4-DCP under optimum parameters, with a wide linear range of 4 to 100 μM and a low limit of detection (LOD) of 1.1 μM.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Chlorophenol, an environmental pollutant, has recently attracted considerable attention. Chlorophenols have a direct and an indirect impact on both the animal populations and aquatic ecosystems, and thus have been widely used as intermediates in dyes, biocides and leather and wood preservation as well as in chemical raw materials [1-3]. The transportation of chlorophenol in sediment, water and soil depends on the chlorine atom number and pH of the environment. These semivolatile organochlorine compounds are persistent in receiving aquatic environments and could be detected in natural surroundings, including bottom sediments, surface and ground waters [4-7]. Among the priority pollutants, 2,4-dichlorophenol (2,4-DCP) occupies a vital position, according to the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) [8, 9]. Additionally, 2,4-DCP has been presumed to be an endocrine disruptor in recent years [10-13].

2,4-DCP irritates the respiratory tract after the inhalation and is detrimental to the liver, kidneys, and blood-forming organs [14-17]. Additionally, some of the humans and animals exposed to 2,4-DCP have shown serious injury to the upper respiratory tract and permanent vision impairment or even blindness [18-21], which demonstrates a certain degree of toxicity. Therefore, it is urgent to develop accurate, sensitive, rapid, and facile analytical strategies to detect and quantify this compound. To date, a few related approaches have been reported, including the use of gas chromatography [22-24], liquid chromatography [25, 26], UV-spectrophotometry [27] and chemiluminescence [28, 29] methods. The above strategies utilize inconvenient and complex sample preparation procedures for the in situ experiments, despite wide working concentration ranges and low limits of detection (LODs) [30]. In contrast, electrochemical sensors could provide an on-the-spot analysis of real samples, due to their distinct response speed, low cost of preparation, facile instrumentation, and high sensitivity [31, 32].

As prominent crystalline inorganic–organic hybrid materials, MOFs have three-dimensional ordered frameworks, where organic ligands and metal clusters are connected in space [33-36]. MOFs have high chemical stability, large surface areas, and high pore volumes and thus are considered intriguing materials [37, 38] that can be used in many different fields, such as sensing, drug delivery, catalysis, separation, and gas storage [39, 40]. Hosseini and co-workers [41] proposed the use of Au–SH–SiO₂ nanoparticles supported on the metal-organic framework Au–SH–SiO₂@Cu-MOF for the fabrication of an electrochemical sensor for the analysis of l-cysteine. Fu and co-workers [42] reported the development of a novel type of efficient MOF matrix for the immobilization of enzymes based on 2,5-dimercapto-1,3,4-thiadiazole, Na₂PtCl₆ and NaAuCl₄ for the amperometric biosensing of glucose or phenols. Cu₃(BTC)₂, a characteristic MOF material, is highly conductive with a loose, porous and snowflake-like structure, which has been acknowledged as an excellent material for electrochemical analysis. However, the application of the MOF-modified electrochemical sensors for the detection of 2,4-DCP has not been reported.

The present study reported the synthesis of the MOF [Cu(bpy)(H₂O)₂(BF₄)₂(bpy)] along with its characterization using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FT-IR). In addition, [Cu(bpy)(H₂O)₂(BF₄)₂(bpy)] was used for the preparation of a highly sensitive electrochemical sensor for 2,4-DCP analysis, and a reaction mechanism associated with 2,4-DCP oxidization was reported.

2. EXPERIMENTS

2.1. Chemicals

Hydrated CuII tetrafluoroborate (Cu: 21–22 mass%), 4,4’-bipyridine and styrene oxide were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. Methanol, 2,4-DCP, isopropanol and tert-butanol were purchased from Aladdin. For the synthesis of the phosphate buffer solutions (PBS; 1 M;
pH: 4.0 - 9.0), standard stock solutions of KH$_2$PO$_4$ and K$_2$HPO$_4$ were mixed together while tuning the pH using NaOH (0.1 M) or H$_3$PO$_4$ (0.1 M).

2.2. [Cu(bpy)(H$_2$O)$_2$(BF$_4$)$_2$(bpy)] preparation

The preparation of [Cu(bpy)(H$_2$O)$_2$(BF$_4$)$_2$(bpy)] was conducted via deposition from aqueous ethanol based on a method reported elsewhere [43]. A mixture was obtained by dissolving 0.309 g Cu(BF$_4$)$_2$·H$_2$O (1 mM) in 8 mL water. After the slow addition of a solution of 0.312 g 4,4'-bipyridine (2 mM) in 2 mL ethanol at ambient temperature, a blue precipitate was gradually yielded. These steps were followed by a stirring of the slurry at ambient temperature for 4 h. Then, the solid was filtered off, followed by washing using water and ethanol, drying at ambient temperature in air and at 100 °C under vacuum. The final product was stored under Ar before use.

2.3. Characterizations

Infrared spectra of the solid samples wetted with alcohol drops were plotted using a Bruker Vertex 70 spectrometer equipped with an attenuated total reflection infrared (ATR-IR) attachment (Harrick, MVP) and a liquid-nitrogen-cooled MCT detector at 1 cm$^{-1}$ resolution. XRD measurements were carried out using a Siemens D5000 powder diffraction system with CuK$_\alpha$ radiation (45 kV and 35 mA) and Cu as the reference to study the crystalline structure.

2.4. Electrochemical determination of 2,4-DCP

All electrochemical experiments were carried out using a CHI660D electrochemical workstation (Shanghai Chenhua Co. China) with a typical three-electrode assembly, where the working, reference, and auxiliary electrodes were a bare or a modified carbon paste electrode (CPE), a saturated calomel electrode (SCE), and a platinum wire, respectively. The test potentials were applied against the SCE. The preparation of the [Cu(bpy)(H$_2$O)$_2$(BF$_4$)$_2$(bpy)]-coated electrode followed the same procedure; only varying amounts of [Cu(bpy)(H$_2$O)$_2$(BF$_4$)$_2$(bpy)] were coated onto the CPE. Note that the electrode needed to be rinsed with double-distilled water and activated in a 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.0) solution by cyclic voltammetry (CV) until a stable blank background was obtained in the potential range from −0.1 to 1.0 V at a scan rate of 100 mV/s.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As shown in the ATR-IR spectrum in Figure 1, several bands characteristic of structural water, bpy, and BF$_4^-$ were observed for the [Cu(bpy)(H$_2$O)$_2$(BF$_4$)$_2$(bpy)] MOF. For the BF$_4^-$ anion, intense and broad bands were found over a range of 950 to 1100 cm$^{-1}$. Under a free environment, the BF$_4^-$ anion showed a symmetric stretching band; while in our case, it exhibited a very distorted asymmetric
stretching band, where a few prominent sharp bands can be observed [44, 45]. Therefore, it can be presumed that the BF$_4^-$ anion in our case existed in a strongly asymmetric environment. At approximately 1612, 1411, 1223, and 824 cm$^{-1}$, doublet characteristics were shown for the bpy. The former two bands indicated ring stretching modes, whereas the other two bands corresponded to the in-plane and out-of-plane CH bending modes. On the other hand, the 1800–3700 cm$^{-1}$ band was ascribed to structural H$_2$O in Cu-MOF, as shown in Figure 1. At 3492 cm$^{-1}$, a significant OH stretching band was found. Based on the comparison of the diffuse reflectance IR spectra between the Cu-MOF and dehydrated Cu-MOF, it can be presumed that the two bands at 1700–2000 cm$^{-1}$ and 2000–3000 cm$^{-1}$ corresponded to the hydrogen-bonding network.

![Figure 1. FTIR spectrum of [Cu(bpy)(H$_2$O)$_2$(BF$_4$)$_2$(bpy)] recorded in powder form.](image)

For the Cu-MOF, the high purity of the crystalline phases was confirmed by the XRD characterizations. As shown in Figure 2, typical peaks were observed at 6.87°, 9.64°, 11.83°, 13.42° and 19.31° at small 2θ angles, consistent with the results of a previous study results [46]. Significantly sharp XRD peaks were found, which suggested the high crystalline property of the as-prepared Cu-MOF. Additionally, the above peaks indicated that the Cu-MOF had a face-centered-cubic structure [47].

CV measurements were carried out for these electrodes in the presence of K$_3$[Fe(CN)$_6$] (60 μM) in PBS (0.1 M, pH 7.2). Compared with the bare CPE, the CPE after modification with Cu-MOF showed a much larger peak current ($I_p$) (Figure 3). It was found that the difference between the peak potentials ($\Delta E_p$) was reduced, which suggested that the Cu-MOF/CPE was more reversible. Obviously, the composite electrode became more conductive after the functionalization with Cu-MOF and an increase in the electroactive area.
Figure 2. XRD profile recorded for the \([\text{Cu(bpy})(\text{H}_2\text{O})_2(\text{BF}_4)_2(\text{bpy})]\) powder.

Figure 3. CVs recorded for the bare CPE and Cu-MOF/CPE in 60 μM \(K_3[\text{Fe(CN)}_6]\). Scan rate: 100 mV/s, and pH: 7.2.

CV measurements were carried out to determine the electrochemical response at different concentrations of 2,4-DCP. The CVs of the oxidation of 2,4-DCP using varying electrodes in 0.2 M PBS at pH 7.2 (scan rate, 0.10 V/s; potential range, \(-0.4\) to \(+1.0\) V) are displayed in Figure 4. For both the bare and Cu-MOF-modified CPEs, broad single oxidation peaks were observed during scanning. For the bare CPE, an oxidation peak was observed in the presence of a specific concentration of 2,4-DCP (100 μM) at a potential of 0.67 V, and a peak current of 0.7 μA was obtained. For the CPE modified by the Cu-MOF, an oxidation peak was observed in the presence of a same concentration of
2,4-DCP (100 μM) at a potential of 0.71 V, and a peak current of 1.7 μA was obtained (2.3-fold higher than that of the bare CPE).

Figure 4. CVs recorded for the bare CPE and the Cu-MOF/CPE in 200 μM 2,4-DCP. Scan rate: 100 mV/s, pH: 7.2, and electrolyte: 0.1 M PBS.

The electrochemical analysis of 2,4-DCP was favorably realized using a highly sensitive and applicable amperometric strategy. Figure 5A and B shows the data and optimization of the test potential, respectively. Figure 5A displayed the hydrodynamic voltammogram (HV) of 2,4-DCP. With an increase in the applied potential, obvious increases in the anodic current response of 2,4-DCP and the background current were observed. Therefore, we studied the hydrodynamics of the signal-to-background ratio, not the current signal (Figure 5B). The signal-to-background ratio obtained at an applied potential of 0.74 V indicated the highest sensitivity for 2,4-DCP. Thus, the optimum amperometric potential was determined as 0.74 V and used for the following measurements.

Figure 5. (A) Peak currents recorded for 10 μM 2,4-DCP and the background at the Cu-MOF/CPE; (B) Peak currents recorded for the signal-to-background ratios obtained from the results in (A). Scan rate: 100 mV/s, pH: 7.2, and electrolyte: 0.1 M PBS.
As shown in Figure 6, a linear relationship was found between the peak current ($I_{pa}$) and the concentrations of 2,4-DCP over a range of 4 to 100 μM under the optimal parameters, and the LOD was calculated as 1.1 μM.

![Figure 6](image1.png)

**Figure 6.** (A) CV curves and (B) calibration curve recorded for the amperometric response of varying concentrations of 2,4-DCP (10, 20, 30, 50, 70, 90 and 100 μM). Scan rate: 100 mV/s, pH: 7.2, and electrolyte: 0.1 M PBS.

The amperometric response of 2,4-DCP using the Cu-MOF/CPE was measured to study the electrode lifetime. Note that the electrode was stored in a refrigerator at 4 °C before use. After being continuously used for 15 days, the retained current response from the original value was obtained in a range of 97 to 108%, which suggested that our proposed sensor was highly stable for a long duration. For the inter-day and intra-day analysis of 2,4-DCP (100 μM), the relative standard deviations (RSDs) were obtained as 1.32% and 2.41% ($n = 7$), respectively. Therefore, our developed sensor was highly precise. The batch-to-batch reproducibility was studied using seven electrodes under optimal parameters; for the amperometric responses of the developed sensor, the RSD was calculated as 3.26%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Immunosensor</th>
<th>Detection range (μM)</th>
<th>Limit of detection (μM)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\beta)-CDBIMOTs/CPE</td>
<td>4−100</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>[48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrosine/MWCNTs/GCE</td>
<td>2−100</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB-AG/GCE</td>
<td>12.5−208</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>[50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRP/MWNT/GCE</td>
<td>1.0−100</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>[51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu-MOF/CPE</td>
<td>4−100</td>
<td>1.1 μM</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our developed Cu-MOF/CPE exhibited a wider linear range, simpler electrode preparation, and a higher sensitivity than those reported elsewhere (Table 1). The results indicated the appropriateness of our proposed electrode for 2,4-DCP analysis. Additionally, its high sensitivity and low-cost fabrication pave the way for the development of new generations of green electrochemical sensors.

The application of the Cu-MOF/CPE for the detection of 2,4-DCP in environmental samples was studied by using two tap water samples and analyzing them according to the procedures used in the laboratory. Table 2 displays the concentration of 2,4-DCP in various environmental samples. The Cu-MOF/CPE exhibited excellent performance for the detection of 2,4-DCP in four test environmental samples. Combined with a pretest evaluation, the Cu-MOF/CPE was found to be suitable as a compact electrochemical sensor for on-site environmental protection applications.

Table 2. The detection of 2,4-DCP in tap water specimens using the Cu-MOF/CPE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Added (μM)</th>
<th>Found (μM)</th>
<th>Recovery (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.07</td>
<td>100.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>99.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20.14</td>
<td>100.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30.50</td>
<td>101.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSIONS

The present study reported the simple synthesis of the MOF material [Cu(bpy)(H₂O)₂(BF₄)₂(bpy)], and a highly sensitive and facile electrochemical sensor was developed based on the Cu-MOF/CPE for the analysis of 2,4-DCP. The results indicate that [Cu(bpy)(H₂O)₂(BF₄)₂(bpy)] showed enzyme-like properties, strong adsorption capacity, and distinct charge transfer efficiency, which confirmed a remarkably increased oxidation peak current for 2,4-DCP.
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